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ABSTRACT

With its publication of the Thematic Review on the Transition from Initial Education to Working Life in 2000, OECD has laid the foundation for the development of indicators regarding the transition from education to work. One of the core activities of OECD’s Network B in 2005 and 2006 was to further develop these indicators by establishing a framework for monitoring transition systems. A transition system is defined as “the social institutions and processes through which a society provides its members to make the transition from the education system to the employment system”.

The current report presents the results of this developmental work. It first presents the results of a quick scan carried out among the Network B members on the policy goals for transition systems and relevant indicators used to assess national situations (November 2002-January 2003). Next a theoretical framework is presented that identifies the most relevant characteristics of transition systems. It also relates the outcomes of the transition system to relevant characteristics of the educational system on the one hand and the employment system on the other hand. Based on the results of the quick scan and the developed theoretical framework, an evaluation of the earlier defined policy goals is carried, proposing a new set of 11 policy goals.

As a next step, the existing data sources from OECD, EUROSTAT and major international surveys have been analysed to identify relevant indicators for the policy goals as well as descriptors for relevant other aspects of the developed framework. This report presents an overview of these indicators and descriptors.

The theoretical framework and the developed set of indicators have been discussed at the March 2006 meeting of the Network B in Washington DC. Members of the network have also sent written comments. All these comments have been taken up in this final version. The report concludes with recommendations for the further data collection strategy.

RÉSUMÉ

En publiant l’étude « Thematic Review on the Transition from Initial Education to Working Life in 2000 », l’OCDE jette les bases nécessaires à la mise au point d’indicateurs dédiés à la transition entre les études et la vie active. En 2005 et en 2006, le Réseau B de l’OCDE s’est principalement consacré à affiner ces indicateurs en élaborant un cadre de suivi des systèmes de transition. Un système de transition est défini comme « les institutions et les processus sociaux qui permettent à une société de fournir aux individus les moyens d’assurer la transition entre le système éducatif et le marché du travail ». 

Les sources de données existantes issues de l’OCDE, d’EUROSTAT et des principales enquêtes internationales ont été analysées en vue d’identifier les indicateurs pertinents pour les objectifs d’action publique et les caractéristiques descriptives des autres aspects importants du cadre théorique. L’étude fait la synthèse de ces indicateurs et de ces caractéristiques descriptives.

Le cadre théorique et les indicateurs ont été examinés lors de la réunion de mars 2006 du Réseau B à Washington DC et les membres du réseau ont également transmis leurs commentaires par écrit. Tous ces commentaires ont été pris en compte dans la version finale de l’étude, qui conclut en proposant des recommandations pour la stratégie de collecte des données.
1. INTRODUCTION

With its publication of the Thematic Review on the Transition from Initial Education to Working Life in 2000, OECD has laid the foundation for the development of indicators regarding the transition from education to work. One of the core activities of OECD’s Network B in 2005 and 2006 is to further develop these indicators by establishing a framework for monitoring transition systems. A transition system is in this report defined as “the social institutions and processes through which a society provides its members to make the transition from the education system to the employment system”. To further develop a framework for transition systems, the following steps need to be taken:

1. To analyse (and update) the earlier defined transition policy goals, in particular those put forward in the Thematic Review on Transition from Initial Education to Working Life;
2. To develop a theoretical framework to monitor transition systems;
3. To develop a set of international comparable indicators for monitoring transition systems;
4. To identify possible data sources for measuring these indicators (e.g. Labour Force Surveys, other survey data, register data);
5. To define a research strategy to analyse the indicators from a cross-national perspective.

A first step towards the establishment of a framework for monitoring transition systems was accomplished with the Network B quick scan of policy goals for transition systems and relevant indicators used to assess national situations (November 2002-January 2003). An overview of the results of this quick scan will be given in section 2.

The next step was the development of a theoretical framework for the analysis of transition systems. In section 3 a theoretical framework is presented that identifies the most relevant characteristics of transition systems. It also relates the outcomes of the transition system to relevant characteristics of the educational system on the one hand and the employment system on the other hand.

Section 4 then continues with an evaluation of the earlier defined policy goals, taking into account the results of the above-mentioned quick scan and the developed theoretical framework. We identified a total of 11 policy goals. Where necessary, we changed the formulation of some of the original policy goals to make them less ambiguous.

As a third step, we have analysed the existing data sources from OECD, EUROSTAT and major international surveys, to identify relevant indicators for the policy goals as well as descriptors for relevant other aspects of the developed framework. Section 5 will present an overview of these indicators and descriptors.

The theoretical framework and the developed set of indicators have been discussed at the March 2006 meeting of the Network B in Washington DC. Members of the network have also sent written comments. All these comments have been taken up in this final version.

In section 6 we will briefly summarise and evaluate the developed framework and elaborate a publication strategy and a research strategy for future data collection and data analysis by Network B.
2. RESULTS OF THE NETWORK B QUICK SCAN ON TRANSITION POLICY GOALS

2.1 Design of the quick scan

In the Thematic Review seven policy goals have been suggested that all national transition policies should aim for (OECD, 2000: 10). These include:

1. High proportions of young people completing a full upper secondary education with a recognised qualification for work, tertiary study or both;
2. High levels of knowledge and skills among young people at the end of the transition phase;
3. A low proportion of teenagers being at the one time not in education and unemployed;
4. A high proportion of those young adults who have left education having a job;
5. Few young people remaining unemployed for lengthy periods after leaving education;
6. Stable and positive employment and educational histories in the years after leaving upper secondary education;
7. An equitable distribution of outcomes by gender, social background and region.

In addition, fourteen indicators have been defined to assess performance with respect to these goals. The following indicators have been formulated (within brackets we refer to the goal):

1. Per cent not in education one year after the end of compulsory schooling (goal 1);
2. Per cent of 20-24-year-olds whose highest level of education is lower secondary school (ISCED 0-2) (goal 1);
3. Apparent upper secondary graduation rates (goal 1);
4. Per cent of 25-29-year-olds with tertiary qualifications (goal 2);
5. Per cent of 16-25-year-olds at document literacy level 4/5 (goal 2);
6. Non-student unemployed as a per cent of all 15-19-year-olds (goal 3);
7. Unemployment to population ratio, 15-19-year-olds (goal 3);
8. Unemployment to population ratio, 20-24-year-olds (goal 3);
9. Ratio of the unemployment rate among 15-24-year-olds to the unemployment rate among 25-64-year-olds (goal 3);
10. Per cent of non-students employed, age 20-24 (goal 4);
11. Employment to population ratio, 20-24-year-olds (goal 4);
12. Per cent of unemployed 15-19-year-olds unemployed for six months or more (goal 5);
13. Per cent of unemployed 20-24-year-olds unemployed for six months or more (goal 5);
14. Ratio of low qualified 20-24-year-olds’ share of total unemployment to their share of total employment (goal 7).

The overview makes clear that for most goals indicators have been formulated. The sixth goal however, concerning stable and positive employment and educational histories, has no direct indicator.
Together, these transition policy goals and related indicators have laid the foundation for the establishment of a framework for monitoring transition systems. However, to further develop this framework, it is necessary to revalidate the policy goals and ensure that they are still relevant for policy-making. Therefore, a survey to review national policy goals and indicators has been sent out to all Network B members at the end of 2002. They were asked to gather and report the appropriate information for their specific country needed to answer the questions stated in this quick scan. The questions refer to the policy goals, data and transition indicators. Concerning the policy goals, three questions were formulated:

1. What are the stated goals of policies developed and implemented in your country with respect to school-to-work transitions?
2. Are the goals proposed in the Thematic Review an appropriate reflection of those adopted for guiding the policy development on transition in your country?
3. Are there other or different goals set in your country which should be reflected in the development of a monitoring system of transitions, through internationally comparable indicators?

2.2 Results of the quick scan

With respect to the first question, most network members gave pretty detailed information on the policy actions taken in their country with respect to school-to-work transitions. In most countries, the general aim of their policies is to smooth the transition from school to work, although different choices of wording are used to formulate this aim. A few examples are:

- Well-prepared learners for the world of work (Canada – Alberta);
- Ensuring youth make successful transitions from school to work (Canada – New Foundland);
- Improved transitions of young people (Australia);
- Initial educational system should make sure that level of youngsters leaving education insufficiently qualified is kept as low as possible (Belgium – Flanders);
- Professional integration (Belgium – the Walloon provinces);
- Quality of training should be such that the vocational skills of the graduated young people are relevant and proper for the working life (Finland);
- A stronger link between school and the labour market (Italy);
- Young people shall be well prepared to live a good independent life (Sweden).

The network members of some countries, however, gave a different accent to the general policy aim. In Denmark, for instance, the main goal is to ensure that young people finish their studies faster in order to increase the workforce. And in Germany, the main goal was improve co-operation between companies, social partners and schools. According to the reactions of the network members, no explicit policy goals are formulated in Hungary, Luxembourg, Norway and Spain.

With regard to the second question, the answers given by the network members, point even more in the same direction. Overall, the goals proposed in the Thematic Review seem appropriate. Two network members remark that the policy goals set out in the Thematic Review are more specifically targeted than the goals defined in their countries (Canada – Saskatchewan, Sweden).
This general consensus about the national appropriateness of the policy goals does not mean that the goals proposed in the Thematic Review are considered as complete. In answering the third question, some network members came up with additional goals that should be taken into account when developing a comprehensive framework for monitoring transition systems. First of all, a goal regarding adult learning was mentioned by various network members. From the Canadian point of view, the goals proposed in the Thematic Review are incomplete, as they primarily address goals related to youth and adults in transition from school to work, and not those related to adults who are returning to training or work. In Canada, the stated policy goal is to ensure that every student realizes his/her potential not only through formal education, but also through continuous learning. Moreover, the transition from school-to-work is viewed there as continuous in nature, rather than a process with an end point. Hence, a lifelong learning culture is promoted in Canada. In Belgium – Flanders, lifelong learning measures are explicitly embedded in and aimed for by the employment and transition policy. Participation in lifelong learning programmes is considered there as a key condition in the process of acquiring or keeping an appropriate job. Also in Belgium – the Walloon provinces, the possibilities of lifelong learning are enhanced. In Germany, the education policy strategy concerning school-to-work transitions is funding projects to prepare students for working life and to strengthen their employability. In Sweden, a wide-spread system for lifelong learning is developed to promote economic growth and a fair distribution of education and economic welfare generally, and to provide qualifications for young people that promote employability specifically. New Zealand aims at sustainable employment outcomes for young people including working conditions and training/development opportunities whilst in employment, that are consistent with the lifelong learning approach.

Second, promoting interaction between the education system and the employment system was reported as a goal which should be reflected in the development of a framework for monitoring transition systems. We already indicated that in Germany, the main policy aim concerning school-to-work transitions pursues structural improvements in co-operation with companies, social partners and schools. In Sweden the difference between students from theoretical and vocational programmes in upper secondary education (apprenticeships, school-based vocational training, workplace-based vocational training) is an important policy issue. To achieve this, in the area of educational policy, a specific goal is formulated to integrate communication between educational institutions and the labour market in education and research. In Belgium – Flanders, co-operation with private companies is sought through regional technological centres (RTC’s). These institutions are set up to facilitate contacts between private companies and schools. They are supposed to come to agreements in which is stipulated that a company will allow a (technical or vocational) school to use its infrastructure and equipment, school teachers can come to the work floor to enhance their professional experience and students are welcome to fulfil their necessary apprenticeships. In this way, students can get work experience, the skills and knowledge of teachers are kept up to date and it can become clear(er) to the schools and the students which skills and competencies are required. In New Zealand, the desire to a better coordination between education and the labour market is reflected in a policy goal that aims at achieving a coherent transition system, including better coordination of services for young people at risk, and alignment of services, institutions, agencies, and policy frameworks. And also in Hungary, efforts are made to strengthen the co-operation between education and the economy.

Third, a number of network members (from Australia, Belgium, Hungary and New Zealand) proposed to add young people from ethnic minority groups and those with disabilities as particular target groups for which an equitable distribution of outcomes is desired. Therefore, as the Australian network member suggests, the seventh and last goal formulated in the Thematic Review should relate more to equitable opportunities for all young people rather than equitable outcomes for particular target groups.
The main conclusion that can be drawn from this quick scan is that most of the original policy goals are still valid. The suggestion is made to change the seventh goal such that it relates more to equitable opportunities for all young people rather than equitable outcomes for particular target groups. Moreover, some network members have suggested adding policy goals on the importance of adult learning, access to tertiary education and the strengthening of the co-operation between schools and employers. We will get back to this issue after the elaboration of the theoretical framework.
3. A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR MONITORING TRANSITION SYSTEMS

3.1 The policy background

In listing the set of indicators, we already grouped them according to the specific policy goal that they are supposed to reflect. The advantage of grouping different indicators by policy goals is that there is a clear relation between the formulated policy goals and the indicators that try to evaluate these goals. A drawback of this approach might be that not all aspects that are relevant for a well functioning of the transition system are clearly reflected in the policy goals. Sometimes, relevant aspects of a transition system are taken for granted. Moreover, stated policy is very sensitive to changes in the political climate. This means that policy goals – and the related indicators – may change over time. It may therefore be helpful to incorporate these policy goals in a broader theoretical framework that tries to identify the different aspects of a transition system. Such a framework enables us to see if there are any blind spots either in the formulated policy goals or in the developed indicators.

The Thematic Review has already highlighted a set of key ingredients of successful transition systems:

1. A healthy economy;
2. Well organised pathways that connect initial education with work and further study;
3. Widespread opportunities to combine workplace experience with education;
4. Tightly knit safety nets for those at risk;
5. Good information and guidance; and
6. Effective institutions and practices.

Also relevant are the policy issues that have been identified in the Helsinki 2005 Network B strategy paper. This strategy paper identified six relevant policy areas and recommends developing indicators in each of these areas:

1. What is the impact of different levels and types of education, including leaving school without graduating, on the labour market outcomes of young people? Which educational pathways lead to which labour market outcomes? How are new entrants with different educational backgrounds integrated into the workforce?
2. How does the nature of educational programmes and choices affect transition processes? What educational, labour market and social policies result in more effective transition outcomes for young people?
3. How do educational and labour market pathways vary for different groups of youths? Relevant groups would include: males and females, those from ethnic minorities, lower socio-economic backgrounds, or with learning disabilities. Which young people have difficulty making the transition and face a greater risk of unemployment or social exclusion? What policies prevent the negative effects of different backgrounds or help compensate for them?
4. What policies and programmes support successful transitions? Examples include guidance, counselling, labour market information systems.
5. How can the transition process be organised to promote lifelong learning? How can young people be encouraged to engage in further learning beyond initial schooling? How can
employers be supportive of young people’s further skill development through access to training opportunities?

6. How is the balance in OECD countries between the number of graduates and the supply of skills in the labour market? The demographic structure in the member countries implies risks of a lack of staff in several sectors of the labour market. What roles do education and transition systems play in addressing challenges imposed by the demographic trends and rapid changes in job demands in a constantly evolving working environment?

All of these factors will be taken into account in the wider framework that we will develop.

3.2 The transition process from a micro-perspective

Before we can elaborate the relevant characteristics of a transition system, it is useful to look at the transition process from a micro-perspective: How does the transition process look from the perspective of an individual making the transition or the employer offering a job? Figure 1 is an elaboration of a framework presented in the Report of the Task Force on Transition into Employment of the Canadian Labour Force Development Board (CLFDB, 1994) and gives a schematic overview of the main factors affecting the transition process. The left hand side represents the supply on the labour market, individuals with a set of personal characteristics. The right hand side represents the demand side, employers offering jobs. Both supply and demand are affected by characteristics that are not under the direct control of the individual or the employer (the boxes in the upper left and right corner). The boxes in the lower corners represent factors affecting the supply and demand that are the result of decisions made by the individual or the employer. The boxes in the middle represent the transition system. The outcomes of the transition process can be studied both from a quantitative point of view (does an individual find work; does an employer fulfil his/her vacancy?) and from a qualitative point of view (is there a match in terms of relevant individual and job characteristics). This transition process is in turn affected by factors under the control of the individual or employer (search behaviour, selection and hiring practices) as well as by institutional factors beyond the control of the individual or employer (transparency of the labour market, support mechanisms).

Figure 1: The transition process from a micro-perspective (based to a large extent on CLFDB, 1994)
3.3 From a micro- to a macro-perspective

3.3.1 The transition system

For the purpose of monitoring different transition systems, we need to shift the focus from the micro-perspective to the macro-perspective (see figure 2). How do individual transitions translate into macro-level outcomes and what are the main institutional and socio-economic factors that frame and shape this transition process? A transition system is here defined as “the social institutions and processes through which a society provides its members to make the transition from the education system to the employment system”. The central function of the transition system is to allocate individuals to jobs in such a way that an optimal match between supply and demand is reached. A transition system is part of a wider concept of ‘labour market’. While the concept of labour market also includes the perspective of employers trying to fill vacancies or the search processes at a later point of the occupational career, the concept of transition system focuses on those labour market aspects that relate most directly to the transition from school to work.

Figure 2: The transition process from a macro-perspective

Outcomes

In terms of outcomes we can distinguish the following dimensions:

1. A *quantitative* dimension relating to the employment chances for individuals who make the transition from school to work;
2. A *qualitative* dimension referring to the realised matches between supply and demand. Even in the case of a perfect quantitative balance between supply and demand, the actual match at the micro level may be far from optimal. School-leavers may end up in jobs for which they are overqualified or which otherwise do not meet their demands, and they will incur additional costs to improve the match;
3. The third dimension cutting across the other two is equity. This relates to the policy goal that the distribution of outcomes across individuals should be the same for all relevant equity groups: gender, social and ethnic background, educational group etc.
Structural and institutional factors

Apart from these dimensions related to outcomes, we can distinguish the following structural and institutional factors in transition systems that affect these outcomes: institutional linkages, transparency, support structure and openness.

4. Institutional linkages between the educational system and the employment system and flexibility of pathways (Müller and Gangl, 2003) improve the smoothness of the transition process. Historically the separation of the educational system and employment system caused the emergence of a transition system. In cases where the two are still strongly interlinked, such as in the dual system, the transition process is much smoother than in cases where the two systems are completely disconnected (Hannan et al., 1996; OECD, 2000; Ryan, 2001). More in general, the OECD Thematic review concluded that ‘well organised pathways that connect initial education with work’ and ‘widespread opportunities to combine workplace experience with education’ are key ingredients for a successful transition system (OECD, 2000: 15, 17).

5. Individuals and employers have to make decisions on job offers or job applicants under incomplete information. Part of the high mobility rates in the transition phase is explained by the fact that initial matches have been based on partial information. Increasing the transparency of the transition system by offering reliable and easy accessible information on job offers and educational courses helps to improve the matching between individuals and jobs. Good information and guidance practices are therefore important (OECD, 2000: 18).

6. Transitions systems differ in the extent they provide direct support to suppliers of labour to find a job or to employers to find a job holder (Ryan, 2001). The support that institutions offer may vary from general support to Active Labour Market Programs aimed for specific groups at risk. As the Thematic review concluded: tightly knit safety nets for those at risk are key to successful transition systems (OECD, 2000: 18).

7. Transition systems differ in the degree of openness that is in the degree to which they give the same employment opportunities for newcomers as for the existing labour force. This is partly affected by the degree of regulation of the employment system (see below). In an employment system characterised by a high degree of employment protection for existing employees, newcomers on the labour market will find it more difficult to ‘fight’ their way in. Another aspect of openness relates to the ease with which people can start their own business. Self-employment can be seen as an important alternative for finding salaried work on the labour market.

In turn, the well-functioning of this transition system is affected by the functioning of two other systems: the educational system and the employment system. The educational system (including not only initial education but also further training) is responsible for the supply of relevant skills, while the employment system is accountable for the demand for labour. For both systems we would like to distinguish a number of dimensions that are likely to affect the quality of the supply respectively the demand on the labour market both in terms of outcomes as in terms of relevant structural and institutional factors.
3.3.2 The education system

Outcomes

The following three dimensions seem relevant with respect to the outcomes of the educational system:

1. **Quality of output**: Educational systems differ in the quality and the level at which skills are produced. There is a long research tradition specifying that one of the main mechanisms through which education affects labour market outcomes is by increasing the productive skills of students (Becker, 1964). Others have argued that schooling does not necessarily increase the direct productivity of students (Thurow, 1975), but ‘signal’ a high learning ability (Spence, 1973), thereby decreasing the expected training costs.

2. **Adult learning**: Educational systems differ in the opportunities they offer to return to education at later points in the career. As a result of technological changes or changes in the occupational career, skills may become obsolete (Van Loo et al., 2001), leading to a decline in the productivity. Educational systems that are open and offer good opportunities for adult learning are better equipped to deal with these changes.

3. **Equity**: The extent to which the outcomes of the educational system are equally distributed across the different relevant social groups (gender, social and ethnic background etc).

Structural and institutional factors

Relevant institutional factors of the educational system are:

4. **Specificity of skills**: Educational systems differ in the kind of skills that they produce. Some educational systems produce mainly vocational specific skills that can directly be used at the workplace; others offer a variety of generic skills that may have to be supplemented by additional training on-the-job. The effect on the transition process may be different. On the one hand employers may favour specific skills over generic skills, because of the higher direct productivity. On the other hand, generic skills are more and more valued on the labour market as well, partly because it increases the overall employability of school-leavers, partly because rapid technological developments may turn specific skills obsolete. Moreover, high specificity of acquired and required skills may induce a longer search process.

5. **Responsiveness**: Educational systems may differ in the degree to which they react to changes in the requirements on the labour market. Given the ‘production time’ in education, the educational system has to prepare for the requirements in the labour market in four or five years time. Given the nature of the skills involved, vocational oriented systems are especially vulnerable for the risk of producing the wrong skills and need a high degree of responsiveness.

6. **Reliability**: Employers have incomplete information about the ‘true’ skills of applicants. They will therefore use screening devices like education followed as an indicator of these skills (Spence, 1973). The problem is that education does not produce a homogeneous good. Even within a specific level of education there is still a large variation in individual quality, with students achieving below and above particular standards (Glebbeek, 1988). Therefore the reliability of the educational signal greatly affects the role of educational credentials on the labour market. This reliability in turn is affected by the standardisation and stratification of the educational system (Allmendinger, 1989). Stratification refers to the vertical and horizontal differentiation of the educational system and standardisation refers to whether exams, curricula etc. meet the same standards nationwide.
3.3.3 The employment system

Outcomes

We can distinguish some similar dimensions when we look at the outcomes of the employment system:

1. *Quality of jobs*: Employment systems differ in the quality and level of the jobs they produce. Although the Skill Biased Technological Change Theory refers to a general tendency of increasing skills requirements, some systems are trapped in a ‘low-skills equilibrium’ (Finegold & Soskice, 1988; Keep & Mayhew, 1998). The quality of the job is reflected in the level of the required skills, but also in the job security, wages and career prospects.

2. *Adult learning*: Employment systems differ in the extent to which they provide good training and learning possibilities for further skills development. Especially in situations where rapid changes in the skill requirements take place as a result of technological change or organisational changes, keeping the existing stock of skills up-to-date is of vital importance. Employers can ‘buy’ these skills on the labour market or they can ‘make’ them self. Offering good training and learning possibilities reduces the pressure to buy these skills on the labour market.

3. *Equity*: The extent to which outcomes of the employment system are equally distributed across the different relevant social groups (gender, social and ethnic background, educational group etc).

Structural and institutional factors

We distinguish the following institutional factor of the employment system:

4. Employment systems differ in the degree of regulation (Hartog & Theeuwes, 1993; Esping-Andersen & Regini, 2000; Ryan, 2001) and the extent to which they protect the interests of the insiders (i.e. the existing personnel, Lindbeck & Snower, 1988). Access to certain occupations and professions may be subject to strict rules and entry requirements, making it more difficult for outsiders to enter these segments. Regulation may also pertain to employment conditions like minimum youth wages or working hours.

3.3.4 Contextual factors

Finally, the outcomes in the transition system, as well as the education and employment system are affected by a number of contextual factors. These structural and institutional factors determine the macro level opportunity structure that shapes and constraints the interactions at the micro level between graduates and employers. We distinguish the following dimensions:

1. *Economic conditions*: The Thematic Review pointed out quite clearly that ‘a well functioning economy is perhaps the most fundamental factor to shape young people’s transition from initial education to work’ (OECD, 2000: 13). It goes without saying that national wealth and economic growth are key factors in determining investments in education as well as in the employment system. Moreover, new entrants to the labour market are more affected by ups and downs in the business cycle than the existing labour force.

2. *Technology*: Developments in technology greatly determine the demand for skilled labour. The term ‘Skill Biased Technological Change’ is used to indicate the effect technological change has on a wide range of required skills (Machin & Van Reenen, 1998; Caroli & Van Reenen, 2001). These studies generally point to trends of increasing complexity of work or upgrading (Borghans & De Grip, 2000) and accelerating obsolescence of existing skills (De Grip & Van Loo, 2002).

3. *Demography*: Demographic developments have major impacts on the three systems. They are primary determinants of the inflow and outflow of the educational system and thus on the overall
supply of skills labour. Moreover, ageing determines the outflow of the employment system as well, thus determining the replacement demand on the labour market. Finally, relative youth cohort size has a pronounced effect on the job chances of young people in the labour market (Macunovich, 1999).
4. A REFORMULATION OF POLICY GOALS
IN THE LIGHT OF THE DEVELOPED FRAMEWORK

4.1 Introduction

In this section we will map the policy goals to the different aspects of the theoretical framework. This will enable us to give a more solid base to these policy goals and to identify any blind spots. In evaluating these policy goals, it is important to make sure that they are formulated in a way that points to undisputed desirable outcomes. Moreover, they must be formulated such that it is possible to find empirical indicators that clearly show that the policy goals have been reached.

Before we evaluate the earlier formulated policy goals, we have to decide whether policy goals should only be formulated with respect to the outcomes of the transition system or also with respect to the outcomes of the education system or the employment system. Considering that the outcomes of the educational system and the employment system, directly affect the supply and demand on the labour market, and thus the outcomes of the transition system, it makes sense that policy goals should be formulated for all three types of outcomes. This is also in line with the fact that some of the earlier formulated policy goals, clearly relate to the outcomes of the educational system (policy goals 1 and 2).

A different issue is whether policy goals should be formulated for all factors distinguished in the theoretical framework that affect these outcomes. Although many of these factors are key ingredients for the well-functioning of a transition system, they do not necessarily have to be in place for a system to function well. To give an example, it is clear that support or labour market regulation can affect the matching process on the labour market, but this does not imply that lack of support or a strong regulation is always bad. The economic conditions may be so good that the matching process is good, regardless of the extent of support or regulation. This makes clear that the achievement of the policy goals should be accompanied by an analysis of the various aspects of the contexts in which transitions take place.

Although the factors may be very relevant in explaining why some transition systems are more successful than others, we propose not to formulate any policy goal for them. However, as these factors clearly bear relevance to explain differences in the outcomes of the three systems, we will try to develop empirical descriptors for each of them.

4.2 Outcomes of the education system

The following policy goals were formulated with respect to the dimension of quality of outcomes of the education system:

- High proportions of young people completing a full upper secondary education with a recognised qualification for work, tertiary study or both;
- High levels of knowledge and skills among young people at the end of the transition phase.
The first goal reflects the broad consensus that a certificate at full upper secondary education level (i.e. ISCED 3A, 3B or 3C long) is the minimum level to be reached by every student in secondary education. This certificate opens up the possibility for further study at tertiary level or is regarded as a minimum requirement to enter the labour market. Given the growing importance of tertiary education and the notion that increasing the enrolment of tertiary education in order to reach the Lisbon goals, it seems appropriate to add an additional goal reflecting this idea: ‘High proportions of young adults completing a tertiary education’.

The second policy goal reflects the idea that it is not the qualification as such, but the underlying skills that count. Young people need to possess the basic skills that are required to function well in the modern knowledge economy. This means a basic level of numeracy, literacy, information processing, problem solving, computer skills, communication skills, social skills etc. What is a bit strange in the way it is now formulated is the addition ‘at the end of the transition phase’. It makes more sense to demand that young people need to have these skills when they enter the labour market, rather than to have these skills once they have made the transition. We therefore propose to reformulate this policy goal into: ‘High levels of competences among young people when they enter the labour market’.

In the quick scan several members of the Network have suggested to take up a policy goal that stresses the importance of adult learning. On the one hand this relates to creating opportunities for adult learning in the education system, especially for those that have not yet earned a minimum qualification level. On the other hand adult learning also refers to creating learning possibilities outside the education system, especially at work. We propose to formulate the following two policy goals:

• Good opportunities for young adults outside the education system to return to education to study towards a formal upper secondary education degree or higher;
• High proportions of young adults outside the education system having good opportunities to develop their competences.

With respect to equity, we propose to follow the suggestion made in the quick scan and change the original goal (‘An equitable distribution of outcomes by gender, social background and region’) into the more general: ‘An equitable distribution of these outcomes for risk groups compared to non-risk groups (e.g. by gender, social and ethnic background etc)’.

4.3 Outcomes of the transition system

The following policy goals were formulated with respect to the dimension of quantitative matching:

• A low proportion of teenagers being at the same time not in education and unemployed;
• A high proportion of those young adults who have left education having a job;
• Few young people remaining unemployed for lengthy periods after leaving education;
• Stable and positive employment and educational histories in the years after leaving upper secondary education.

The first policy goal (‘A low proportion of teenagers being at the same time not in education and unemployed’) reflects the idea that teenagers should be either in education or at work. We will use the term ‘teenagers’ to refer to the 15-19-year-olds. However, the way it is now formulated suggests that ‘being not in education and unemployed’ is the only undesired outcome. But ‘being not in education and out of the labour force’ is an undesired outcome as well. We propose to change the formulation such that both types of outcomes are included. Moreover, we propose to include the age group of 20-24-year-olds as well (the term ‘young people’ will be used to refer to the group of 15-24-year-olds and sometimes to the broader group of 15-29-year-olds): ‘A low proportion of young people being at the same time not in education and not at work’.
In the case of the second policy goal (‘A high proportion of those young adults who have left education having a job’) it seems that the above logic was followed, in the sense that the reference category is here ‘being unemployed or being out of the labour force’. However, in this case we propose to reformulate this policy goal to refer explicitly to aiming for low levels of unemployment, to make this goal more distinct from the first one. The term ‘young adults’ is used to refer to an older age category (in most cases the 20-24-year-olds, sometimes it will also include the 25-29-year-olds). However in this case we propose to include the youngest age group as well. We propose the following formulation: ‘A low proportion of young people at any one time being unemployed’.

The third policy goal (‘Few young people remaining unemployed for lengthy periods after leaving education’) is an important addition to this, because the incidence of unemployment is different from the duration of the unemployment spells. Even if the overall unemployment rate is low, it may have a strong negative effect if the unemployment duration is very long. It is therefore important to add a policy goal that captures the importance of reducing the length of unemployment spells.

The last policy goal (‘Stable and positive employment and educational histories in the years after leaving upper secondary education’) is a bit ambiguous in its formulation. Questions to be raised are: What exactly is meant with a positive employment history or educational history? Why should this only refer to careers after leaving upper secondary education? Is it fruitful to merge employment histories and educational histories into one policy goal? Given these ambiguities, we propose to drop this policy goal and try to capture elements of it in new policy goals that are less ambiguous. With respect to the dimension of quantitative matching, we might be inclined to formulate a policy goal relating to stable employment histories as a desirable outcome. A stable employment history can be defined as having long employment spells and few disruptions of the occupational career with periods of unemployment. The latter aspect is already captured by the two former policy goals relating to the incidence and duration of unemployment spells. This policy goal should therefore focus on long employment spells. The problem here is that by definition the period of transition is characterised by a succession of employment spells. Jobseekers have incomplete information on the demand side of the labour market and – conversely – employers have incomplete information on the supply side. Both go through a necessary process of ‘trial and error’ before an optimal match is reached. Job hopping is therefore not necessarily a bad thing and can even be regarded an essential instrument to learn about the possibilities on the labour market and about one’s own possibilities and preferences. One could even argue that having a maximum of stability (staying in one job during the whole career) is a sign of inflexibility rather than a desirable outcome. The problem is of course that having too many job spells is an undesirable outcome as well. However it is difficult to draw a good line and we therefore propose to refrain from formulating a policy goal in this area and to take the aspect of job security up as an indicator of the outcomes of the employment system.

It is surprising to note that no policy goals have yet been formulated with respect to the qualitative aspects of the matching process. This is not because qualitative mismatches have not been on the policy agenda’s. On the contrary, one can note growing concerns since the late 80’s about overqualification and underutilisation. Qualitative mismatches are important because they can result in an underutilisation of the available stock of human capital. Working in a job below one’s educational level poses a limitation on the utilisation of skills and a ceiling to the worker’s productivity, resulting in lower wages (Cohn & Khan, 1995). Moreover, mismatches have negative effects on labour turnover (Hersch, 1991) and job satisfaction (Tsang & Levin, 1985). Given the importance of qualitative aspects of the matching process, we propose to add the following policy goal: ‘A low proportion of young adults having work that does not match their educational qualifications and/or in which they have insufficient opportunities to utilise their competences’.

1. Similar concerns have been uttered from the employer’s point of view relating to skills shortages. Given the focus of our framework on the perspective of the people making the transition (see footnote 2), we refrain here from formulating policy goals in this area.
The equity dimension is already covered by the earlier proposed policy goal.

4.4 Outcomes of the employment system

No policy goals have yet been formulated with respect to the quality of jobs. This is clearly an omission. If we are concerned about young people achieving high levels of educational attainment, we should equally be concerned about young people ending up in jobs that are of good quality and require a high level of skills.

One of the relevant aspects describing the quality of the jobs is the required educational level. Technological changes increase the skill demands in the labour market and it is generally assumed that a large proportion of the future jobs will require a tertiary level qualification (Tessaring & Wannan, 2004). Moreover, high-level jobs offer better opportunities to develop one’s skills and to contribute to innovations. At the other side of the skills spectrum, it is believed that jobs for which no or only a few years of education is required will offer no possibilities to develop one’s skills. Other indicators of the quality of the jobs relate to wages or job security (Van der Velden & Wieling, 1994).

It is not easy to formulate policy goals that unambiguously point to desirable outcomes related to the quality of jobs. High wages for instance may be regarded as a desirable outcome at an individual level and is clearly an indicator of the quality of the jobs, but it does not in itself constitute a desirable outcome in policy terms (even if it does reflect high productivity levels). The same applies to other terms of employment, like having a permanent contract. Desirable as this may be at the individual level, having high proportions of young people working on a permanent contract may also reflect a high degree of labour market regulation and a lack of flexibility. We therefore propose to formulate this policy goal with respect to the quality of the jobs in more general terms: ‘High proportions of young adults ending up in jobs that are of high quality, motivating and assuring independence’.

The adult learning and equity dimensions are already covered by the earlier proposed policy goals.

4.5 Conclusion

In sum, we propose the following policy goals for monitoring transition systems:

1. High proportions of young people completing a full upper secondary education with a recognised qualification for work, tertiary study or both;
2. High proportions of young adults completing a tertiary education;
3. High levels of competences among young people when they enter the labour market;
4. A low proportion of young people being at the same time not in education and not at work;
5. A low proportion of young people at any one time being unemployed;
6. Few young people remaining unemployed for lengthy periods after leaving education;
7. A low proportion of young adults having work that does not match their educational qualifications and/or in which they have insufficient opportunities to utilise their competences;
8. High proportions of young adults ending up in jobs that are of high quality, motivating and assuring independence;
9. Good opportunities for young adults outside the education system to return to education to study towards a formal upper secondary education degree or higher;
10. High proportions of young adults outside the education system having good opportunities to develop their competences;
11. An equitable distribution of these outcomes for risk groups compared to non-risk groups (e.g. by gender, social and ethnic background etc).
5. EMPIRICAL INDICATORS FOR MONITORING TRANSITION SYSTEMS

5.1 Introduction

After having formulated the theoretical framework, a major challenge is to formulate empirical indicators for each of the dimensions that are distinguished. Let’s first elaborate what constitutes a good indicator. We have to realise that an indicator is not the same as a descriptive statistic. We may have good reasons to present descriptive statistics on the transition from school to work, but these do not necessarily constitute good indicators. Some differences are:

- Indicators should be clearly qualified as indicating something ‘desirable’ or something ‘undesirable’. Descriptive statistics on the other hand ‘only’ need to paint a relevant aspect of the issues that are being studied.
- Indicators are typically used to monitor progress in a certain policy area. They constitute important instruments for policy makers to evaluate their policies. Descriptive statistics on the other hand serve a much broader goal. They may be used by anyone who has an interest in finding out particular aspects of a certain field of study.
- The number of indicators is preferably limited. The basic message to policy makers will not improve by an overload of indicators. For descriptive statistics on the other hand, there are only practical limitations, such as how many can be published in a book.\(^2\)

There are common elements as well. Both indicators and descriptive statistics need to be robust, based on reliable sources, and be published on a regular basis to allow time series.

Although our primary concern is to develop a set of indicators, we will also pay attention to the development of a limited set of descriptive statistics or descriptors as we shall call them. Indicators are always related to a policy goal and thus to monitoring outcomes of the three systems. Descriptors can sometimes be related to an outcome (when it does not reflect a policy goal), but most of them will be related to the structural and institutional factors that have been distinguished. We will restrict ourselves to those descriptors that we think are necessary for explaining outcomes in the three systems. This also means that indicators should be published on an annual basis in Education at a Glance (EAG), while the descriptors will only be taken up in EAG when there is an interest in explaining country differences in these outcomes. We would like to propose however, that a special MTS publication will be made (comparable to the YALLE publication: OECD/CPRN, 2005) which tries to analyse transition systems using the full theoretical framework and related indicators and descriptors.

\(^2\) Making statistical information available on the internet, preferably through interactive applications, greatly reduces such practical problems.
In the elaboration of indicators and descriptors, we adopted a pragmatic approach. First of all, the Thematic Review has already identified 14 different indicators that have been suggested as an indicator for the monitoring of transition systems (see section 2). These and related indicators are at present taken up in EAG or as part of the OECD transition data collection and will be reviewed for their relevance for the proposed framework. Second, the YALLE project (OECD/CPRN, 2005), which was carried out under the auspice of the Network, explored other indicators based on national labour force surveys. The findings of this project have also been taken into account. Third, we explored existing statistics from OECD (i.e. OECD Employment Outlook, OECD Economic Outlook and OECD Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard) and EUROSTAT for relevant indicators. Fourth, we explored some international data sources for relevant questions that could be used as empirical indicators of one of the dimensions in the framework. We selected only data sources that are based on international comparative research and which cover a broad range of countries. Moreover, the surveys in question should be held on a regular basis so that it can play a role from a monitoring perspective. The following data sources have been explored (see appendix A for a description):

- The European Social Survey (ESS: >20 countries).
- The European Community Household Panel (ECHP: 15 countries).
- The International Social Survey Programme (ISSP: 40 countries).
- European Value Study (EVS: 33 countries).
- The International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS: 22 countries).
- The European Union Labour Force Survey (EULFS: 15 countries and comparable LFS in other countries).

In practice most of these data sources are too small to be of any practical use for our purpose. The ESS, ISSP, EVS and IALS are surveys covering some 1500-3000 respondents per country. As these are usually comprised of the whole range of 15-64-year-olds, the relevant group in these data sources, the 15-24-year-olds, is much smaller. Based on estimates of the EULFS 2000 (EU-15) the proportion of working 15-24-year-olds in the total population of 15-64-year-olds is 19.2% (own calculation). This means that in these data sets, the relevant groups make up only a couple of hundred respondents in each country. We therefore restricted our proposal for new indicators to the EULFS and ECHP. From each of these two data sources we identified the questions that bear a possible relevance to the monitoring of transition systems. These questions are taken up in appendix b.

A data source that will not be explicitly discussed here is the EULFS Ad Hoc Module 2000. These data have been extensively analysed by Kogan & Müller (2003). They show some advantages compared to the standard EULFS questions. However, given the lengthy time interval between the first module (2000) and the next one (2009), we propose to use this data source for a specific additional analysis on transition issues (like the YALLE publication), and to keep the focus here on finding indicators that can be updated on a more regular basis.

5.2 Some definition issues

Before we review each of these indicators in the light of the elaborated framework, we have to consider some definition issues.

5.2.1 School-leaver cohorts or age cohorts?

In EAG, all information on the transition from school to work is based on age groups e.g. the 15-19-year-olds or the 20-24-year-olds. However, using age groups has two important disadvantages. First, educational effects are not separated from labour market experience effects. The problem is that the lowest educated in a particular age group have systematically more labour market experience than the higher
educated ones. This follows from the fact that, on average, lower educated school-leavers leave initial education at a younger age. This makes a comparison between the different levels difficult. Second, this method does not take into account that the typical school-leaving age of a certain educational level differs between countries. In a country like Germany for instance, tertiary education graduates are relatively old, while in Japan they are quite young. Using an age group of 20-24 would give a stronger underestimation of tertiary education graduates in Germany than in Japan.

To avoid these problems, ideally labour market entry cohorts should be used instead of age groups. The concept of a labour market entry cohort introduces a career perspective on the school-to-work transition, since labour market entry is defined relative to the date of completing one’s highest level of education rather than biological age. The ‘gold standard’ is to sample school-leavers who left education in a particular year (say 1 or 5 years before the survey). In that case every school-leaver has potentially the same amount of labour market experience. An alternative that approaches this ‘gold standard’ is to construct synthetic cohorts based on typical graduation ages for the different educational levels. To give an example, if the typical graduation age in France is 19 for ISCED 3A and 25 for ISCED 5A, then one could select the 19-23-year-olds with an ISCED 3A degree and the 25-29-year-olds with an ISCED 5A degree to construct a synthetic cohort.3

Although in theory the cohort approach is to be preferred above the age group approach, in practice we don’t know exactly how much harm is done if we would use age groups. To test this, we performed an analysis on the LFS 2000 ad hoc module on school-to-work transitions. This ad-hoc module focussed on young people under 30 who had left education during a time period of five years before the moment of the survey. As we also have data on the regular LFS of that year, we can compare the outcomes on a number of indicators, using the three methods: age groups, synthetic cohorts and real cohorts. We have distinguished several age groups to see which age group gives the closest results compared to the real cohort data: 20-24, 15-24 and 15-29 and in the case of occupations 25-29. As outcome variables we looked at unemployment rates, getting a temporary job, getting a part-time job, working in an elementary occupation (ISCO major group 9), working in a professional occupation or a managerial job (ISCO major group 1 and 2) and receiving training in the past 4 weeks. The results are shown in appendix c.

Our conclusion is that in general the differences between the different methods are quite small and that the rank order of countries is not much affected by the choice of the method. Compared to the ‘gold standard’ of using real cohorts of school-leavers, analyses based on age groups give quite good results. For most of the indicators relating to employment chances or terms of employment, it is best to take the age group of 20-24-year-olds. It should be noted however that using the age group of 20-24-year-olds tends to underestimate the differences by educational level. More specifically the unemployment rates for the lower educated are underestimated in each country (see appendix d). The rank order of countries however does not change. For some of the indicators we are interested in it is better to take the age group of the 15-19-year-olds, as this group constitutes a particularly vulnerable group on the labour market. When analyses on occupations are concerned, it is best to take an older age group, namely the 25-29-year-olds. Finally, for the training variables it is best to take the 15-29-year-olds.

---

3. See Gangl (2003) for a further elaboration of this approach.
5.2.2 Definition of being in education or at work

In EAG statistics from labour force surveys, persons in education are defined as those attending an education or training institution in the survey reference week or in the last four weeks prior to the survey. For the data collection referring to the transition from education to work in EAG (TRANS), the data refer to the data collected in the first quarter of the calendar year (or the seasonal quarter March-May). The implicit argument for this selection is that this avoids problems with students who work during the summer holiday. Especially students who move from one study programme to another may not consider themselves as being in education during this transition period. Although in principle this is a valid argument, this does not hold for the southern hemisphere. Moreover, selecting only people from the first quarter severely limits the number of cases in the relevant age group in each country. We suggest taking a reference period in the school year that does not include school holidays of more than 4 weeks, to avoid the problem of holiday employment.

Like in EAG we propose that students in work-study programmes are considered to be both in education and employed irrespective of their labour market status according to the ILO definition during the survey reference week. The main argument here is that this is the proper way to reflect participation in combined school and work-based programmes through these surveys. This means that they are counted as employed labour force in the relevant indicators.

A problematic category is the group working students (in EAG the category ‘in education and other employed’). In EAG they are also counted as being in education as well as being part of the labour force. However, most of these students have side jobs, working a couple of hours per week in unskilled or semi-skilled jobs (e.g. as waiter). The proportion of the category ‘in education and other employed’ in the total group of being in education is rather large, especially in the age groups 20-24 (over 25%) and 25-29 (over 50%). The question is whether we should take these people up in indicators referring to the labour force. We propose to exclude them because they paint a distorted picture of the youth labour market. We shall therefore refer to the workers as the employed non-students. However, the group of working students is an interesting category in its own regard and should be kept as a separate category of the group ‘in education’.

The same holds for the category ‘in education and unemployed’. This category probably comprises some ‘discouraged workers’, young adults who couldn’t find a job and therefore continued to stay in education. On the one hand one could argue that they should be counted as unemployed, because not counting these people would give an underestimation of the ‘real’ unemployment rate. On the other hand, we should treat all people in the labour force in the same way. If we decide not to count working students as being part of the labour force, we should also exclude the unemployed students. Given the fact that the percentages involved are quite small (between 0.6% and 1.7% of the respective age group), we propose to exclude these people when calculating the unemployment rates.

5.2.3 Different youth groups

As outlined earlier, we can distinguish different groups. We will use the term ‘teenagers’ to refer to the 15-19-year-olds. The term ‘young adults’ is used to refer to an older age category (in most cases the 20-24-year-olds, sometimes it will also include the 25-29-year-olds). The term ‘young people’ will be used to refer to the group of 15-24-year-olds.

---

4. For the indicators relating to unemployment rates we propose to calculate both the ‘official’ unemployment rate (including the working students) and the non-students unemployment rate to see whether these yield any differences.
5.3 Empirical indicators for each dimension

5.3.1 Indicators for the education system

Quality of the output

Below we recapitulate the original formulated indicators with respect to this dimension (between brackets relevant table in EAG 2005)\(^5\):

- Per cent not in education one year after the end of compulsory schooling. This indicator is at this moment not directly available, but could be derived from combining the information in EAG 2005: C1.4 Transition characteristics at age 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20) with information on the country-specific ending age of compulsory education (EAG 2005: C1.2). Nevertheless this indicator does not seem a very solid one to measure the related policy goal (High proportions of young people completing a full upper secondary education with a recognised qualification for work, tertiary study or both).

- Per cent of 20-24-year-olds whose highest level of education is lower secondary school. A problem with this indicator is that people might still be following education and obtain an upper secondary education degree. A better alternative is the presently used ‘% of 20-24-year-olds who are not in education and have not attained upper secondary education (EAG 2005: C5.1). Although in this case, people might still return to education and obtain an upper secondary education degree later in life, it is clear that this group is more at risk of not getting a qualification that is recognised as a minimum to pursue their study in tertiary education or to start working.

- Apparent upper secondary graduation rates (EAG 2005: chart A2.1). This indicator is based on counts of first-time graduates in upper secondary education regardless of age per 100 people at the typical graduation age. Given the fact that cohort data are lacking (which would have been the best way to calculate graduation rates) it is the best indicator for the related policy goal ((High proportions of young people completing a full upper secondary education with a recognised qualification for either work, tertiary study or both). The only problem is that this indicator cannot be distinguished by social group and is missing for a number of countries. We also compared this indicator with the former one (see appendix e). Our conclusion is that both indicators give complementary information and it is useful to consider both.

- Per cent of 25-29-year-olds with tertiary qualifications. A problem with this indicator is that average graduation ages vary considerably between countries and in many countries the average is well above 25. An alternative is to use an older age group, namely the 30-34-year-olds, but the drawback is that this would relate to a different age group than the other indicators. We therefore propose to use the original indicator, but to include the 25-29-year-olds who are still in tertiary education (assuming that they will receive a diploma). The present alternative in EAG is to use apparent Tertiary-type A graduation rates. Like the apparent upper secondary graduation rates, this indicator is based on counts of first-time graduates in Tertiary-type A programs regardless of age per 100 people at the typical graduation age (EAG 2005: A3.1). Although in principle this indicator is the best proxy for the related policy goal (High proportions of young people completing a tertiary education), it has two drawbacks. First, this indicator cannot be distinguished by social group and is missing for a number of countries. Second, the indicator may give an overestimation of the policy goal for those countries that are net importers of tertiary education graduates and vice versa. We also compared this indicator with the ‘% of 25-34-year-olds with tertiary qualifications’, see appendix e. Again we concluded that both indicators give complementary information and it is best to use both.

---

5. The work undertaken for this report ended in 2006 so that the tables refer to the EAG 2005.
• Per cent of 16-25-year-olds at document literacy level 4/5. This indicator was based on the IALS study carried out between 1994 and 1998. Currently new information on prose, document and numerical literacy is available from the ALL study carried out between 2002 and 2006. A new wave is planned for 2012 (PIAAC). An alternative source is the PISA study that offers information on the skill levels of 15-year-olds for reading, mathematics and problem solving (PISA 2003) or science (PISA 2006). Some members of the Network have expressed their doubts of using PISA results to indicate skill levels of youth when entering the labour market. The main problem is that the skills at the age of 15 are not telling the same story as the skills at the moment of transition as was indicated in the policy goal (High levels of competences among young people when they enter the labour market). Further education will probably increase the skill levels, so that at the moment of entering the labour market the skills will be higher than at the age of 15. Although IALS and its successors are arguably better indicators for our policy goal, a practical problem is that the time frame between the subsequent waves is very large (7-8 years) from a monitoring point of view and the relevant age group in these surveys is quite small, although for PIAAC countries may decide to oversample this particular age group. In practice it may therefore be helpful to use both sources of information to indicate the skill levels. Further analysis comparing the results of ALL and PISA will have to show whether the two sets of indicators lead to a similar ranking of countries. If they come up with pretty much the same results, the PISA study could be used as an alternative data source for the period between ALL and PIAAC. For the moment we assume that they will give comparable results and we will elaborate indicators for the PISA study (to be changed for PIAAC once the results of that survey are available). We propose to use average scores in the PISA domains that have been measured, reading, problem solving and mathematics\(^6\), as well as the percentage scoring below a certain level. The latter is important because a minimum level of skills is considered key for entering the labour market and countries show large variations in the percentage of young people reaching this minimum level.

Summing up, we propose the following indicators for the quality of the output of the educational system (I refers to Indicator and the number refers to the policy goal in question; in the case of multiple indicators for one goal an additional number is added):

1. Per cent of 20-24-year-olds who are not in education and have not attained upper secondary education (I1.1);
2. Apparent upper secondary graduation rates (I1.2);
3. % of 25-29-year-olds who either have a tertiary education qualification or are currently enrolled in a tertiary education programme (I2.1);
4. Apparent Tertiary-type A graduation rates (I2.2);
5. Average mathematics proficiency of 15-year-olds (I3.1);
6. % of 15-year-olds at mathematics proficiency level 2 or below (I3.2);
7. Average problem solving proficiency of 15-year-olds (I3.3);
8. % of 15-year-olds at problem solving proficiency level 2 or below (I3.4);
9. Average reading proficiency of 15-year-olds (I3.5);
10. % of 15-year-olds at reading proficiency level 2 or below (I3.6);

---

\(^6\) The domains that have been measured in the recent PISA 2006 include science instead of problem solving. One might consider taking up only mathematics and reading to build up a time series.
**Adult learning**

Educational systems differ in the opportunities they offer to return to education at later points in the career. EAG currently presents a descriptor that captures from enrolment in institutions the extent to which the educational system provides adult learning, namely the extent to which older age groups are still participating in education (EAG 2005: table C1.2). Apart from that, the Labour Force Surveys give an opportunity (not for all countries) to give an estimate of the number of low-qualified people who were at one time out of education, and have now returned to education to take up a full upper secondary education degree or above.

11. Students aged 30-44 as a percentage of the population of 30-44-year-olds (I9.1).
13. % of 15-40-year-olds that are presently following education at ISCED level 3 or above and who were not in education one year ago and whose highest completed level of education is no more than ISCED 2 (I9.3).

**Equity with respect to outcomes of educational system**

Most indicators in EAG are already presented by gender and there seems no reason why we should not distinguish most of the above indicators by gender. This is possible for all indicators except indicators 2 and 4. Doing this gives the opportunity to look at the absolute as well as the relative differences between the two groups. At this stage we do not propose to reduce the number of indicators for this equity dimension yet. Further analysis however may show that some differences are more relevant than others and that a number of indicators yield pretty much the same results. In that case the number of indicators may be further reduced. In any case the information in EAG concerning differences by gender is now presented at different places. This makes it difficult to get a good picture of the gender gap. It might be worthwhile to put this information together in one table.

14. Indicators 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 by gender (I11.1-5);

Other distinctions to relevant equity groups (such as social and ethnic background) are currently missing. However, this information is to some extent available both in PISA and in most labour force surveys, as was shown in the YALLE publication. The YALLE publication used parent’s education as an indicator of social background. In the national labour force surveys (mostly household surveys) this information about the parents is only available for those young adults still living with their parents. A problem is that this is a selective sub sample of the total group of young adults and therefore the results cannot simply be generalised to the whole population. The problem differs between age groups as well as between countries (OECD/CPRN, 2005: table C2.6). In the age group 15-19-year-olds more than 90% of the young people are still living with their parents. For the age group of 20-24-year-olds these figures range from 58% for the US and Canada to 92% for Italy. For this reason, we propose to use this variable only for indicators relating to the youngest age group. For convenience, we propose to differentiate two groups (young people whose parents have not attained upper secondary education and young people of whom at least one of the parents achieved upper secondary education or above).

15. Indicators 5, 7, 9 by social background (I11.6-8);

The YALLE publication used country of birth to indicate migrant status distinguishing between young adults born in the country of residence and young adults born in another country. Again, we propose to follow the same logic as for the gender variable.

16. Indicators 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 by migrant status (I11.9-13);
Factors with respect to the educational system

As outlined earlier we have not formulated any policy goals related to the institutional or structural factors of the different systems. This means that we will also refrain from formulating indicators. However we will try to find empirical descriptors for each of the distinguished dimensions. These may be based on quantitative data or they can be more qualitative in nature. If data are not presently available, we will propose a strategy to gather information regarding these aspects.

With respect to the specificity of skills, the programme orientation gives a good indication. This information is at present only available for secondary education programmes (EAG 2005: C2.1). For tertiary education it is more difficult to draw a sharp line between more general and more specific programmes, partly because of country-specific differences in the tertiary educational structure (e.g. unitary vs. binary systems; one- or two-tier systems, existence of Type B programmes), partly because the distinction between general and specific programmes does not simply coincide with a distinction between types of programmes like university and non-university tertiary programmes. We therefore propose to use only one descriptor for this dimension (descriptors will be denoted with the letter D).

17. % of students enrolled in vocational programmes in upper secondary education (D1);

The second factor that was distinguished in the theoretical framework was responsiveness or the sensitivity of the educational system to changes in the requirements in the employment system. This is typically a factor where systematic information is lacking, although there is a broad consensus that this is very relevant for improving the school-to-work transitions. The main reason for this is that it is difficult to measure anything related to this in the usual surveys. That does not mean that no systematic information can be gathered. We propose that the Network B will start to collect some qualitative data with respect to this dimension, pretty much in a similar way as has been done in the Employment Outlook with respect to employment protection legislation. Relevant questions are for example: are employers systematically involved in the design and evaluation of curricula? Does ‘labour market relevance’ play a role in the accreditation and quality assurance of study programmes? How often are programs evaluated? These qualitative data can in later phase be used to construct an index for responsiveness.

18. Index for responsiveness of the educational system (D2, to be developed);

Much of what has been said with respect to responsiveness also applies to the reliability of the educational credentials. Many scholars in comparative research assert that this is one of the most important features of the educational system, yet systematic information is lacking. Hannan et al. (1996) and Shavit & Müller (1998) present classifications of countries based on the stratification and standardisation of the educational system. Some of this information is also available in the EAG 2005, Table D6.1, Structural features of school systems across the OECD countries. A good indicator is the age at which differentiation takes place. We propose to use the information from all three sources to construct an overall index of reliability of the educational credentials.

19. Index of reliability of the educational credentials (D3, to be developed);

5.3.2 Indicators for the transition system

Quantitative matching

Not surprisingly many of the existing indicators and descriptors refer to this dimension. The Thematic Review identified no less than 7 indicators in this area. Let’s review each of these indicators.
• Non-student unemployed as a per cent of all 15-19-year-olds (EAG 2005 C4.2). This indicator is a direct reflection of policy goal 4 in its original formulation. However, as we outlined in section 4, we propose to change this policy goal into ‘a low proportion of young people being at the one time not in education and not at work’. This is indicated by the present indicator: % of 15-19-year-olds who are neither in education nor at work (EAG 2005: Chart C5.2). Given the fact that we extended the relevant age group, a similar indicator should be calculated for the 20-24-year-olds.

• Unemployment to population ratio, 15-19-year-olds (approximation in EAG 2005 C4.3: % of the population not in education and unemployed in the total population by level of education attained, age group and gender). This indicator is related to policy goal 5. The problem is that it does not really reflect the unemployment chances, as the ratio will be highly affected by the proportion of people still in education. On the other hand, unemployment in the total population is also a relevant indicator. We therefore propose to supplement this indicator with the unemployment rate of 15-19-year-olds. This unemployment rate can be calculated in the usual ‘official’ way, which would include working and unemployed students as being in the labour force or we can exclude the students. For the time being, we propose to use both definitions and analyse to what extent they yield different results.

• Unemployment to population ratio, 20-24-year-olds (approximation in EAG 2005 C4.3: % of the population not in education and unemployed in the total population by level of education attained, age group and gender). For this indicator we propose the same change as for the former one.

• Per cent of non-students employed, age 20-24 (at this moment not directly available; to be derived from EAG 2005 C4.2a: % of the youth population in education and not in education by age group and work status: % employed in total group not in education). This indicator is a direct reflection of policy goal 5 in its original formulation. However, as we outlined in section 4, we propose to change this policy goal into ‘a low proportion of young people at any one time being unemployed’. This is already captured by the former two indicators.

• Employment to population ratio, 20-24-year-olds (at this moment not directly available; to be derived from EAG 2005 C4.2a: % of the youth population in education and not in education by age group and work status: sum of % employed in education and % employed not in education). This indicator suffers from the same problem as was outlined for the two indicators relating unemployment to population ratio’s. The reference category here is very heterogeneous (it comprises the unemployed as well as those in education) and does therefore not necessarily point to a desirable outcome.

All other statistics in EAG relating to these issues (e.g. ‘Expected years in education and not in education by work status for 15-29-year-olds’ (EAG 2005: C4.1a) or ‘% of the youth population in education and not in education by age group and work status’ (C4.2a)) can be regarded as descriptors. They are highly informative, but cannot directly be used as an indicator.

In our search for alternative indicators, we found one other indicator relating to unemployment. In some cases the distinction between being employed or being unemployed is too crude. Some people may actually have a part-time job (which would count them in the statistics as being employed), while they actually would like to have a fulltime job. This can be considered a case of underemployment. We therefore propose to add an indicator reflecting this issue: % of employed non-students, 20-24-year-olds, working involuntary part-time.

Summing up we propose the following indicators for the dimension of quantitative matching:
20. % of 15-19-year-olds who are neither in education nor at work (I4.1);
21. % of 20-24-year-olds who are neither in education nor at work (I4.2);
22. Unemployment rate 15-19-year-olds (I5.1a);
23. Non-student unemployment rate 15-19-year-olds (I5.1b);
24. Unemployment to population ratio 15-19-year-olds (I5.1c);
25. Unemployment rate 20-24-year-olds (I5.2a);
26. Non-student unemployment rate 20-24-year-olds (I5.2b);
27. Unemployment to population ratio 20-24-year-olds (I5.2c);
28. % of employed non-students, 20-24-year-olds working involuntary part-time (I5.3);
29. % of unemployed 15-19-year-olds unemployed for six months or more (I6.1);
30. % of unemployed 20-24-year-olds unemployed for six months or more (I6.2);

Qualitative matching

No indicators have yet been formulated with respect to this dimension. However combining information about the educational background and the occupation in which young adults are working does give some rough indication about level mismatches. The International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO88) distinguishes 8 major groups at 4 different skill levels and 2 major groups without an explicit reference to a required skill level. The skill levels are defined in the (old) ISCED classification of 1975: level 1 primary education (‘old’ ISCED 1), level 2 secondary education (‘old’ ISCED 2 and 3), level 3 tertiary non-university education (‘old’ ISCED 5) and level 4 tertiary university education (‘old’ ISCED 6 and 7). Unfortunately the classification does not distinguish properly between lower and upper secondary education. Therefore it is not possible to distinguish the people with a recognised qualification for work (full upper secondary education) from those who lack such a certificate. Moreover there is also a problem distinguishing the non-university and university graduates in the current ISCED. While the current ISCED 5B category comprises only non-university graduates (and can therefore simply be linked to ISCO level 3), the present ISCED 5A category comprises both non-university degrees (e.g. Fachhochschule, HBO, AMK) and university degrees. The matching occupations for this group would be both ISCO level 3 and 4. This means that we can distinguish only people with a tertiary education degree working at skill level 1 or 2 and people with a secondary education degree working at skill level 1 as being overqualified. As indicated earlier, indicators that relate to the content of the job are best measured for the age group 25-29-year-olds.

Apart from this it is important to find indicators relating to the utilisation of skills. This information is not standard available in the Labour Force Surveys, but it is a more or less standard question in many school-leaver surveys. Fortunately, this information is also available in the European Community Household Panel (ECHP: q14). This survey also gives information on another important aspect, namely the job satisfaction (ECHP: q30). Although high levels of job satisfaction are not formulated as a policy goal, it does give a good idea of the extent to which expectations of the job seeker have been realised and can thus serve as a descriptor of the indicator of the matching process.

31. % of employed non-students, 25-29-year-olds with a tertiary education degree, working at skill levels 1 or 2 (ISCO groups 4-9) (I7.1);
32. % of employed non-students, 25-29-year-olds with a secondary education degree, working at skill level 1 (ISCO group 9) (I7.2);
33. % of employed non-students, 25-29-year-olds, indicating that they have the skills or qualifications to do a more demanding job than they currently have (I7.3);
34. % of employed non-students, 25-29-year-olds, indicating that they are satisfied with their current job (I7.4);
**Equity related to the transition system**

Following the same logic as outlined in the case of the outcomes of the education system, we can elaborate some equity indicators for the outcomes of the transition system as well. As outlined earlier, we can only calculate differences by social background for the 15-19-year-olds.

35. Indicators of quantitative matching for 15-19-year-olds (indicators 20, 22-24, 29) by gender (I11.14-18);
36. Indicators of quantitative matching for 20-24-year-olds (indicators 21, 25-28, 30) by gender (I11.19-24);
37. Indicators of qualitative matching for 20-24-year-olds (indicators 31-34) by gender (I11.25-28);
38. Indicators of quantitative matching for 15-19-year-olds (indicators 20, 22-24, 29) by social background (I11.29-33);
39. Indicators of quantitative matching for 15-19-year-olds (indicators 20, 22-24, 29) by migrant status (I11.34-38);
40. Indicators of quantitative matching for 20-24-year-olds (indicators 21, 25-28, 30) by migrant status (I11.39-44);
41. Indicators of qualitative matching for 20-24-year-olds (indicators 31-34) by migrant status (I11.45-48);

The YALLE publication demonstrated clearly the significance of educational background in labour market outcomes, especially in distinguishing those lacking a certificate of upper secondary education, versus those with a certificate of upper secondary education or above. A possible problem is that level of educational attainment and labour market experience is strongly correlated with age. In OECD/CPRN (2005), the YALLE group (20-24-year-olds without upper secondary level of education) was therefore systematically compared with 5 different subgroups by age and level of education. Although this approach does justice to the problem of trying to compare relatively incomparable groups, it also introduces a problem of giving a lot of information. This problem would not have occurred if school-leaver cohorts were used instead of age groups. The question is comparable to the one raised earlier: is it harmful to use age groups instead of school-leaver cohorts when comparing lower educated versus higher educated (upper secondary education or above)? Again we used the data from the EULFS ad hoc module to compare the results using the age group approach and using the cohort approach. Appendix d presents the results. In line with the expectations, the age group approach reports somewhat lower unemployment rates for the lower educated group than the cohort approach. Nevertheless, the differences in unemployment rates between the two methods are quite small, and the differences between the countries is not seriously affected (r=0.97 for the ISCED 0-2 group and r=0.99 for the ISCED 3-6 group). Also the ratio’s of the unemployment rates by educational level correlate quite high between the two methods (r=0.84).

We conclude that with respect to the dimension of quantitative matching, there is little harm in comparing 20-24-year-olds with a low level of education with those young people having upper secondary education degrees or above. A problem may arise when calculating the indicators related to the chances of working in a job for which one is overqualified, because by definition the lower educated group is not formally overqualified for any job. However, they can end up in jobs in which their skills are not sufficiently used. We therefore propose to add the following indicators with respect to the equity dimension:

42. Indicators of quantitative matching for 20-24-year-olds (indicators 21, 25-28, 30) by level of education (I11.49-54);
43. % of employed non-students, 25-29-year-olds, indicating that they have the skills or qualifications to do a more demanding job than they currently have by level of education (I11.55);
**Factors related to the transition system**

Just like the case of the institutional and structural factors for the transition system we have tried to find empirical descriptors for each of the distinguished dimensions. If data are not presently available, we will propose a strategy to gather information regarding these aspects.

The first factor relates to the institutional linkages between the educational system and the employment system and the flexibility of pathways. One way of introducing strong pathways between the education system and the employment system is by designing programs that offer a strong link between school and work, like the dual system or other school-work based programs. This can easily be captured by the proportion of young people enrolled in school-work based programs (already available in EAG 2005: C2.1). Another important way of providing opportunities to combine workplace experience with education is by offering work placements. Unfortunately this information is not available in the data sources that we have explored. School-leaver surveys very often provide this kind of information, but are only available for those countries that carry out such destination surveys. An alternative might be to look at public information regarding the study programs and to which extent work placement is a mandatory part of the program. A relevant descriptor could be: % of students enrolled in upper secondary and tertiary education programmes that include a mandatory work placement of at least 3 months. This information could be gathered through the members of the network. Finally, the percentage of students combining study with work experience is also an indicator of the divide between the world of education and the work and is already available (EAG 2005: C4.3). In sum we propose the following descriptors:

44. % of students enrolled in school-work based programmes in upper secondary education (D4);
45. % of students enrolled in upper secondary and tertiary education programmes that include a mandatory work placement of at least 3 months (D5, to be developed);
46. % of students enrolled in upper secondary and tertiary education programmes 15-24-year-old that are working (D6);

The second factor concerning transparency relates to the existence of good information and guidance practices. In the data sources that we explored no information relating to this issue has been found. School-leaver surveys often contain this kind of information, for example questions on occupational counselling practices at school. This information could be used to formulate a descriptor like: ‘% of school-leavers that was engaged in occupational counselling at the former school’ or ‘% of school-leavers that is satisfied with the occupational counselling at the former school’. As an alternative, more qualitative information could be gathered by the Network members about information and guidance practices in their country. Apart from providing examples of good practice, this kind of information could be used to construct an overall index regarding information and guidance practices.

47. Index on information and guidance practices (D7, to be developed);

The third factor related to the support structure of the transition system. One important source of information is the public spending on Active Labour Market Programs for youth as a percentage of GDP. These are regularly published in the OECD Employment Outlook. Also available is information from the EULFS on the number of people that received support from the public employment office in finding the present job.

48. Public spending on Active Labour Market Programs for youth as a percentage of GDP (D8);
49. % of employed non-students, 20-24-year-olds, that received support from the public employment office in finding the present job (D9);
The openness of the transition system can be indicated by the extent to which new entrants in the labour market have the same opportunities to get a job as those who are already in the employment system. Relative unemployment rates for different age groups paint a good picture of this aspect of openness. The proportion of first job seekers among the unemployed (available in YALLE) is an alternative indicator. Another aspect of openness, already indicated in the theoretical framework, relates to the ease with which people can start their own business. Self-employment can be an important alternative for salaried work and countries may differ significantly in the opportunities they offer for young adults to start their own business. As school-leavers usually do not start self-employment immediately after leaving school, it is best to take an older age group for this indicator.

50. Ratio of the unemployment rate among 20-24-year-olds to the unemployment rate among 25-64-year-olds (D10);  
51. Proportion of first job seekers among the unemployed (D11);  
52. % of employed non-students 25-29-year-olds that is self-employed (D12);

5.3.3 Indicators for the employment system

Quality of the output

The following policy goal has been formulated with respect to this dimension: ‘High proportions of young adults ending up in jobs that are of high quality, motivating and assuring independence’.

One important quality aspect concerns the level of the occupation young people end up in. As indicated earlier, the ISCO classification distinguishes 10 major groups, 8 of which were assigned a specific skill level. We use these to derive our indicators. Bearing in mind the results in appendix c, we propose to use here the group of 25-29-year-olds.

53. % of employed non-students, 25-29-year-olds, working as ‘Technicians and associate professionals’ (ISCO major group 3) or as ‘Professional’ (ISCO Major group 2) (I8.1);  
54. % of employed non-students, 25-29-year-olds, working in ‘elementary occupations’ (ISCO Major group 8) (I8.2);

Apart from these indicators, we propose to add some other aspects to describe the quality of the jobs: earnings (based on LFS data or ECHP), working fulltime (EULFS), working in a permanent job (EULFS) and looking for another job because of risk of losing present job (EULFS). These can be regarded as relevant aspects of the quality of a job

55. Median earnings from employment for 20-29-year-olds converted in US dollars using PPP (I8.3);  
56. % of employed non-students, 20-24-year-olds, working fulltime (I8.4);  
57. % of employed non-students, 20-24-year-olds, working in a permanent job (I8.5);  
58. % of employed non-students, 20-24-year-olds, looking for another job because of risk of losing present job (I8.6);

Adult learning

With respect to the learning possibilities in the employment system, the EULFS provides information on the training received in the four weeks before the survey as well as the nature of this training (job related/professional or other). More specific information will become available in the specific surveys on adult learning. For the moment however we suggest to use the current information from the EULFS. Bearing in mind the results of appendix c, we propose to use the age group of 15-29-year-olds.
59. % of employed non-students, 15-29-year-olds, participating in job related or professional training in previous 4 weeks (I10);

**Equity with respect to outcomes of the employment system**

Again we will develop indicators for the differences between the relevant equity groups. As indicated earlier, a distinction by social background is not possible here as all indicators and descriptors refer to age 20 and above. Moreover for the indicators on level of occupation (53 and 54) it does not make much sense to make a distinction by level of education. This means that we end up with a total of 19 equity indicators.

60. Indicators 53-59 by gender (I11.56-62);
61. Indicators 53-59 by migrant status (I11.63-69);
62. Indicators 55-59 by level of education (I11.70-74);

**Factors with respect to the employment system**

The OECD Employment Outlook provides information on the extent of regulation. Labour market regulation is indicated by variables like the collective bargaining structure, collective bargaining coverage, trade union density and employment protection legislation. We propose to use only the latter as a descriptor for the extent of regulation.

63. Index of employment protection regulation (D13);

5.3.4 **Indicators for the contextual factors**

**Economic conditions**

As indicated in the Thematic Review ‘a well functioning economy is perhaps the most fundamental factor to shape young people’s transition from initial education to work’ (OECD, 2000: 13). Young people’s chances to find a job are primarily determined by the general labour market conditions (Van der Velden & Wolbers, 2003). Moreover, new entrants to the labour market are more affected by ups and downs in the business cycle than the existing labour force. Information concerning the economic conditions can be taken from OECD Economic Outlook (Annex Table 1 and 14). We propose the following indicators:

64. Standardized Unemployment rate SUR (D14);
65. Relative change in total employment: total employment at year t divided by total employment at year t-1 (D15);
66. Growth rate of real GDP (D16);

**Technology**

Developments in technology have a strong effect on the demand for skilled labour and the level of skills that is required. The OECD Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard provides regular updates on a range of indicators, such as expenditure on R&D as share of GDP, patent intensity, number of scientific articles etc. We propose the following descriptor for this dimension:

67. Expenditure on R&D as share of GDP (D17);
Demography

Demographic developments have major impacts on the job chances of young people in the labour market. Two types of indicators seem relevant here: relative youth cohort size and the relative size of those people in the labour force that are about to retire. Given the fact that new entrants in the labour market primarily compete with each other instead of with existing personnel, the first indicator determines the number of competitors that young people will meet when they enter the labour market. The second type of indicator determines the outflow of the employment system and thus the replacement demand on the labour market.

68. Share of 15-24-year-olds in the population of 15-64-year-olds (D18);
69. Trend in share of 15-24-year-olds in the population of 15-64-year-olds (D19);
70. Share of 55-64-year-olds in the population of 15-64-year-olds (D20);
71. Trend in share of 55-64-year-olds in the population of 15-64-year-olds (D21).
6. EVALUATION AND FURTHER STRATEGY

In this section we will briefly summarise and evaluate the framework and related goals and indicators that have been developed in the previous sections. Then we will suggest some further strategy concerning the future analysis and monitoring of transition systems.

6.1 Summary and evaluation

In the theoretical framework we distinguished several outcomes of the transition system as well as relevant structural and institutional factors that affect these outcomes. We argued that it is relevant to look at the outcomes of both the education system and the employment system as these determine supply and demand in the transition system. Moreover, we distinguished some relevant institutional factors in these systems as well. Finally we distinguished some relevant contextual factors that affect outcomes in all three systems.

We have used this framework as well as the results of the quick scan among Network B members, to evaluate the policy goals that were formulated in the Thematic Review (OECD, 2000). Important in this respect is that we suggested to formulate only policy goals with respect to the outcomes of the three systems and not with respect to structural and institutional factors that affect these outcomes. The following policy goals were suggested:

1. High proportions of young people completing a full upper secondary education with a recognised qualification for work, tertiary study or both;
2. High proportions of young adults completing a tertiary education;
3. High levels of competences among young people when they enter the labour market;
4. A low proportion of young people being at the one time not in education and not at work;
5. A low proportion of young people at any one time being unemployed;
6. Few young people remaining unemployed for lengthy periods after leaving education;
7. A low proportion of young adults having work that does not match their educational qualifications and/or in which they have insufficient opportunities to utilise their competences;
8. High proportions of young adults ending up in jobs that are of high quality, motivating and assuring independence;
9. Good opportunities for young adults outside the education system to return to education to study towards a formal upper secondary education degree or higher;
10. High proportions of young adults outside the education system having good opportunities to develop their competences;
11. An equitable distribution of these outcomes for risk groups compared to non-risk groups (e.g. by gender, social and ethnic background etc).

The next step was to try and formulate indicators that could be used to monitor these policy goals and to find descriptors that could be used for describing the relevant factor affecting the outcomes. Table 6.1 provides an overview of these indicators and descriptors, mapped to the various aspects and policy goals.
Table 6.1: The relationship between the different dimensions of the theoretical framework on the one hand and transition policy goals and indicators on the other hand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Descriptors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of output</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult learning</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11-13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14-16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity of skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative matching</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative matching</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31-34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35-43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional linkages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44, 45*, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of jobs</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>53-58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult learning</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>60-62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64-66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68-71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates descriptors that need to be developed

Although the impression may have arisen that a massive number of indicators has been developed, the hard core of the system consists of only 35 indicators measuring the extent to which 10 out of 11 policy goals have been reached. This is an average of three to four indicators per goal. For the eleventh goal (related to equity) the number of indicators is necessarily much larger. This has to do with the fact that for all outcomes (i.e. the other 10 goals) indicators have to be developed that measure differences by gender, by social and ethnic background and by level of education.

Apart from the indicators, we have distinguished 21 descriptors. As outlined before we do not propose to make this part of the annual data collection for EAG. Rather they serve as relevant background material for analysing cross-country differences in the outcomes of the transition system. They could be part of a special publication on the transition from school to work or some of them could be taken up in EAG when a specific analysis on the relation between these factors and the outcomes will be made.

6.2 Further strategy

We would like to make the following recommendations for publication of the indicators and descriptors:
1. For all the indicators we propose to have an annual or at least a regular update so that progress with respect to reaching the policy goals can be closely monitored. This update should be made available as of EAG 2008. The hard core of 35 indicators should be published in the report, while for the equity dimension a selection of indicators can be chosen. The rest of the equity indicators should be made available on the web site.

2. An essential element of monitoring is that it allows looking at changes over time. EAG does not yet contain graphs that allow getting a quick overview of the changes in the relevant indicators, although this information is available in the different publications of OECD. Rather than having to work through all the subsequent versions of EAG, we propose that for at least one indicator of each policy goal a graph will be presented showing the developments over time.

3. Information on differences between different social groups is currently presented at different places in EAG. This does not always make it easy to get a good overview on the equity issues. We propose to make a separate section in which all information regarding differences between relevant equity groups are put together.

4. Apart from the monitoring of indicators through EAG, we propose to make a separate publication under the auspice of the Network, using the developed framework to analyse how structural and institutional factors affect the integration process of young people into the labour market.

As indicated above, there are still relevant aspects of the framework for which no data are available. This relates specifically to the following aspects:

- Institutional linkages between school and work (more specifically the proportion of students having work placements as part of their curriculum);
- Transparency of the transition system (information and guidance practices);
- Responsiveness of the educational system to changes in the employment system;
- Reliability of the educational credentials (extent to which quality of the outflow is assured and national standards are set for curricula and examinations).

It is important that the Network will engage in activities to develop indices for each of these aspects. For the first aspect, quantitative data are probably available. For the other aspects a qualitative data collection should be carried out. However, given the work programme of Network B and especially the work for PIAAC, we propose to postpone this activity to 2008.

Furthermore, a clear omission of the current labour force surveys is the lack of information on educational attainment of the parents for those respondents who are no longer living at home. Including this type of information would greatly enhance the potentials of this important data base.

Finally, a number of countries carry out school-leaver surveys that provide an interesting additional data source for monitoring transition systems. Given the fact that these surveys have been specifically designed to monitor the transition from school to work, they have a number of advantages over the existing data sources, that help improve our understanding of the underlying processes governing the school-to-work transition. A major drawback however, is that results of these national school-leaver surveys are often incomparable as a result of differences in sample design, questionnaires etc. Network B typically constitutes a platform where this harmonisation should be discussed and could take a leading role in enhancing international standards in school-leavers surveys. However, given the work programme of Network B, we propose to postpone this activity to 2008.

---

7. An exception are those surveys that have started from an international comparative perspective like the CHEERS survey (http://www.uni-kassel.de/wz1/tseregs.htm) and the REFLEX survey (http://www.reflexproject.org)
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF DATA SOURCES

**European Social Survey 2004/5 (ESS)**

Design: cross-section, face-to-face interviews  
Sampling: random sample of individuals  
Size: 1,500 respondents of 15 years and over per country  
Coverage: > 20 countries  
Topics: social values, cultural norms and behaviour patterns  
Accessibility: http://ess.nsd.uib.no  
Information: http://www.europeansocialsurvey.com

**European Community Household Panel 1994-2001 (ECHP)**

Design: panel, standardized questionnaires  
Sampling: representative panel of households  
Size: 60,500 household and 130,000 respondents of 16 years and over  
Coverage: EU15  
Topics: income, health, education, housing, demographics and employment characteristics  
Accessibility: via EUROSTAT  
Information: http://forum.europa.eu.int/irc/dsis/echpanel/info/data/information.html

**International Social Survey Programme 2005 – Module of work orientations (ISSP)**

Design: cross-section, written questionnaires  
Sampling: random sample of individuals  
Size: 1,500 respondents per country  
Coverage: 40 countries world-wide  
Topics: role of government, social inequality, family and changing gender roles, work orientations, religion  
Information: http://www.issp.org

**European Values Study 1999 (EVS)**

Design: cross-section, face-to-face questionnaires  
Sampling: random sample of individuals of 16 years and over  
Size: in most cases 1,500 – 2000 respondents per country  
Coverage: 33 European countries  
Topics: religion and morality, politics, work and leisure, primary relation, role of government, social inequality, family and changing gender roles, work orientations, religion  
Information: http://www.europeanvalues.nl
International Adult Literacy Survey 1994 (IALS)

Design: cross-section, face-to-face interview
Sampling: representative sample of individuals aged between 16-65
Size: mostly some 3000 respondents per country
Coverage: 22 OECD countries
Topics: adult education, community activities, demographics, educational experience, household information, labour force experience, language background, mathematics, parental information, reading at home or at work, self-reported skills, training and writing at home or at work.
Accessibility: ?

European Union Labour Force Survey 1998- (EULFS)

Design: cross-section, face-to-face, written questionnaire, telephone interview, register data
Sampling: representative sample of households
Size: 7,500 - 75,000 households per country
Coverage: EU15
Topics: education, demographics and employment characteristics
Accessibility: via EUROSTAT
APPENDIX B
RELEVANT QUESTIONS FROM EULFS AND ECHP

EULFS 2006 version

**Labour status during the reference week**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Did any work for pay or profit during the reference week - one hour or more (including family workers but excluding conscripts on compulsory military or community service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Was not working but had a job or business from which he/she was absent during the reference week (including family workers but excluding conscripts on compulsory military or community service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Was not working because on lay-off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Was a conscript on compulsory military or community service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Other (15 years or more) who neither worked nor had a job or business during the reference week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable (child less than 15 years old)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Occupation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>999</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blank</td>
<td>No answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Involvement of the public employment office at any moment in finding the present job

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blank</td>
<td>No answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Full-time / Part-time distinction

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Full-time job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Part-time job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blank</td>
<td>No answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reasons for the part-time work

- person is undergoing school education or training
- of own illness or disability
- looking after children or incapacitated adults
- other personal or family reasons
- person could not find a full-time job
- person did not want a full-time job
- of other reasons
| 9 | Not applicable |
| blank | No answer |
### Permanency of the job

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Person has a permanent job or work contract of unlimited duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Person has temporary job/work contract of limited duration because:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blank</td>
<td>No answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reasons for having a temporary job/contract of limited duration**

Person has temporary job/work contract of limited duration because:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- it is a contract covering a period of training (apprentices, trainees, research assistants, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>- person could not find a permanent job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>- person did not want a permanent job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>- it is a contract for a probationary period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blank</td>
<td>No answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Looking for another job and reasons for doing so

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Person is not looking for another job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Person is looking for another job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable (col.24=3-5,9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blank</td>
<td>No answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Person is looking for another job because

1. of risk or certainty of loss or termination of present job
2. actual job is considered as a transitional job
3. seeking an additional job to add more hours to those worked in present job
4. seeking a job with more hours worked than in present job
5. seeking a job with less hours worked than in present job
6. of wish to have better working conditions (e.g. pay, working or travel time, quality of work)
7. of other reasons
8. Not applicable
9. No answer

**Seeking employment during previous four weeks**

1. Person has already found a job which will start later within a period of at most 3 months
2. Person has already found a job which will start in more than 3 months and is not seeking employment
3. Person is not seeking employment and has not found any job to start later
4. Person is seeking employment
9. Not applicable
### Duration of search for employment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Search not yet started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Less than 1 month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-2 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3-5 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6-11 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12-17 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18-23 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24-47 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4 years or longer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blank</td>
<td>No answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Main labour status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Carries out a job or profession, including unpaid work for a family business or holding, including an apprenticeship or paid traineeship etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pupil, student, further training, unpaid work experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>In retirement or early retirement or has given up business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Permanently disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>In compulsory military service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fulfilling domestic tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Other inactive person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Student or apprentice in regular education during the last four weeks

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Has been a student or an apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Person in regular education but on holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Has not been a student or an apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable (child less than 15 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>No answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Did you attend any course, seminars, conferences or receive private lessons or instructions outside the regular education system (hereafter mentioned as taught learning activities) within the last four weeks

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable (child less than 15 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>No answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Purpose of the most recent taught learning activity

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mostly job related (professional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mostly personal/social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Monthly (take home) pay from main job

The 8 digits of monthly (take home) pay from main job, including extra payments monthly paid

99999999

Not applicable

Blank

No answer

ECHP:

Q13 Have you had formal training or education that has given you skills needed for your present type of work?

Yes 1 go to Q13a
No 2 go to Q14

Q13a How much has this training and education contributed to your present work? Would you say ...

A lot 1
A fair amount 2
Not very much 3
Not at all? 4

Q14 Do you feel that you have skills or qualifications to do a more demanding job than the one you now have?

Yes 1
No 2

Q16 Apart from (the official language of the country), do you use any other languages in your work?

Yes 1
No 2

Q30 How satisfied are you with your present job or business in terms of earnings, hours of work, working conditions etc?
Using the scale 1 to 6 please indicate your degree of satisfaction in each case. Position ‘1’ means that you are not satisfied at all, and ‘6’ that you are fully satisfied.

- Earnings 1-6
- Job security 1-6
- Type of work 1-6
- Number of working hours 1-6
- Working times (day time, night time, shifts, etc) 1-6
- Working conditions/environment 1-6
- Distance to job/commuting 1-6

**Q148** On the whole, how satisfied are you with the education and training you received?

Please use a scale of 1 to 6, position ‘1’ meaning you are not satisfied at all and ‘6’ meaning that you are fully satisfied.

- Degree of satisfaction 1-6
APPENDIX C
COMPARISON OF AGE GROUPS,
SYNTHETIC COHORTS AND REAL COHORTS

In EAG all information on the transition from school to work is based on age groups e.g. the 15-19-year-olds or the 20-24-year-olds. However, using age groups has two important disadvantages. First, educational effects are not separated from labour market experience effects. Second, this method does not take into account that the typical school-leaving age of a certain educational level differs between countries. An alternative would be to use labour market entry cohorts instead of age groups. The ‘gold standard’ is to sample school-leavers who left education in a particular year (say 1 or 5 years before the survey). In that case every school-leaver has potentially the same amount of labour market experience. An alternative that approaches this ‘gold standard’ is to construct synthetic cohorts based on typical graduation ages for the different educational levels.

Although in theory the cohort approach is to be preferred above the age group approach, in practice we don’t know exactly how much harm is done if we would use age groups. To test this, we performed an analysis on the LFS 2000 ad hoc module on school-to-work transitions. This ad-hoc module focussed on young people aged 15 and 35 years who had left continuous education or training for the first time in the last 5 or 10 years before the moment of the survey. This means the module focuses on the first transition from education to work. As we also have data on the regular LFS of that year, we can compare the outcomes on a number of indicators, using the three methods: age groups, synthetic cohorts and real cohorts. Both age groups and synthetic cohorts will be compared with the real cohorts. We will distinguish several age groups to see which age group gives the closest results compared to the real cohort data: 20-24, 15-24 and 15-29 and in the case of occupations 25-29. For all three methods we selected only the 15-29-year-olds. As outcome variables we looked at unemployment rates, getting a temporary job, getting a part-time job, working in an elementary occupation (ISCO major group 9), working in a professional occupation or a managerial job (ISCO major group 1 and 2) and receiving training in the past 4 weeks. For the analyses on characteristics of the job, data were lacking for Finland and Ireland. For training data were lacking for Ireland.

---

8 There were some differences between the countries in the exact definition of the target population, see Ianelli (2002). The module is scheduled to be repeated in 2009.
Table C1
Comparison of unemployment rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>20-24</th>
<th>15-24</th>
<th>15-29</th>
<th>synthetic</th>
<th>real</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>5,7</td>
<td>7,3</td>
<td>5,7</td>
<td>6,2</td>
<td>4,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>12,2</td>
<td>14,1</td>
<td>10,7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5,9</td>
<td>5,5</td>
<td>4,5</td>
<td>4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>26,6</td>
<td>28,5</td>
<td>22,6</td>
<td>25,8</td>
<td>31,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>20,1</td>
<td>22,5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19,6</td>
<td>22,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>15,1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12,9</td>
<td>16,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>20,4</td>
<td>23,5</td>
<td>16,8</td>
<td>18,1</td>
<td>17,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6,5</td>
<td>5,4</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>27,6</td>
<td>29,5</td>
<td>22,5</td>
<td>28,9</td>
<td>28,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>7,1</td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>5,9</td>
<td>5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>2,8</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>7,4</td>
<td>8,1</td>
<td>5,9</td>
<td>7,6</td>
<td>7,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9,4</td>
<td>7,2</td>
<td>7,1</td>
<td>8,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>9,1</td>
<td>10,4</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>7,1</td>
<td>9,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squared differences</td>
<td>42,05</td>
<td>61,55</td>
<td>139,03</td>
<td>74,23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank correlation</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results on unemployment rates show that estimates based on the age group 20-24-year-olds yield practically the same results as the ‘gold standard’ and even better results than the synthetic cohort approach. The sum of squared differences with the estimates based on the real cohort data is quite low and both the correlation and the rank correlation are 0.98.

Table C2
Comparison of proportion of workers having a temporary job

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>20-24</th>
<th>15-24</th>
<th>15-29</th>
<th>synthetic</th>
<th>real</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>8,1</td>
<td>13,9</td>
<td>9,5</td>
<td>13,7</td>
<td>15,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>26,7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18,5</td>
<td>20,4</td>
<td>24,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>19,3</td>
<td>19,8</td>
<td>11,7</td>
<td>12,2</td>
<td>14,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>25,2</td>
<td>27,2</td>
<td>21,6</td>
<td>24,5</td>
<td>28,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>63,5</td>
<td>67,4</td>
<td>55,6</td>
<td>57,7</td>
<td>66,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>43,3</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>30,7</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>40,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>23,2</td>
<td>25,1</td>
<td>18,7</td>
<td>28,2</td>
<td>31,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The analysis on the proportion of workers in a temporary job also yields good results for the age group approach. Using the 15-24-year-olds is even better than using the 20-24-year-olds, but the latter group still gives estimates that correlate highly with the real cohort approach.

**Table C3**
Comparison of proportion of workers having a part-time job

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>20-24</th>
<th>15-24</th>
<th>15-29</th>
<th>synthetic</th>
<th>rea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Squared differences | 107.84 | 512.84 | 185.8 | 62.64 |
| Correlation         | 0.89   |        |       |       |
| Rank correlation    | 0.91   |        |       |       |

In the analysis on having a part-time job, the synthetic cohort approach is slightly better than the age group approach, but still using the age group of 20-24-year-olds yields estimates very comparable to the real cohort data (correlation and rank correlation 0.89 and 0.91 respectively).
### Table C4
Comparison of proportion working in an elementary occupation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>20-24</th>
<th>25-29</th>
<th>15-29</th>
<th>synthetic</th>
<th>real</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Squared differences: 159.1, 42.4, 79.77, 25.25

Correlation: 0.83

Rank correlation: 0.68

In the case of the proportion of young people working in an elementary occupation, the synthetic cohort approach gives the best results, although the difference with the age group approach is not large. Using the age group 20-24-year-olds leads to an overestimation of the proportions working in elementary occupations. Using the age group of 25-29-year-olds yields better results (correlation and rank correlation 0.83 and 0.68 respectively).

### Table C5
Comparison of proportion working in a managerial or professional occupation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>20-24</th>
<th>25-29</th>
<th>15-29</th>
<th>synthetic</th>
<th>real</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When analysing the proportion working in a managerial or professional occupation, using the age group of 25-29-year-olds yields the best results compared with the real cohort data (correlation and rank correlation 0.94 and 0.91 respectively).

Table C6
Comparison of proportion of workers receiving training in the past four weeks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squared differences</td>
<td>710.2</td>
<td>636.45</td>
<td>732.55</td>
<td>447.22</td>
<td>269.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank correlation</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, in the analysis on training, all alternative methods give an underestimation of the proportion of workers receiving training compared to the ‘gold standard’. It is not quite clear what causes this. Nevertheless the correlation between the different methods is very high and the rank order of countries is not seriously affected if one uses the age group or synthetic cohort approach. Although the latter yields the
best results, using the age group of 15-29 also yields very good results (correlation and rank correlation 0.92 and 0.87 respectively).

We conclude that using data based on age groups instead of school-leavers cohorts does not yield different results. In most cases both the absolute and relative differences are quite small. In most cases it is best to take the age group of 20-24-year-olds. When analyses on occupations are concerned, it is best to take an older age group, namely the 25-29-year-olds. Finally, for the training variables it is best to take the 15-29-year-olds.
APPENDIX D
COMPARISON OF UNEMPLOYMENT RATES FOR LOWER EDUCATED AND HIGHER EDUCATED

We used the EULFS ad hoc module to compare unemployment rates for lower and higher educated using the age group approach and the cohort approach. Based on the analyses in appendix c, we already know that using age groups yields similar results as using the cohort approach. However, these results relate to outcomes for the total group and there are good arguments why the age group might be particularly problematic when comparing lower educated and higher educated. As the lower educated in a particular age group have on average more work experience than the higher educated, the differences in labour market position might be underestimated. This would show up in particular in the unemployment rates.

Table D1
Comparison of unemployment rates of lower educated (ISCED 0-2) versus higher educated (ISCED 3-6) using the age group 20-24-year-olds or the school-leaver cohort approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>isced 0-2 20-24</th>
<th>isced 3-6 20-24</th>
<th>ratio 20-24</th>
<th>isced 0-2 cohort</th>
<th>isced 3-6 cohort</th>
<th>ratio cohort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>13,5</td>
<td>4,6</td>
<td>2,934783</td>
<td>13,5</td>
<td>2,6</td>
<td>5,192308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>22,2</td>
<td>9,7</td>
<td>2,28866</td>
<td>31,5</td>
<td>9,6</td>
<td>3,28125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>5,1</td>
<td>4,2</td>
<td>1,214286</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>4,9</td>
<td>0,693878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>22,8</td>
<td>28,2</td>
<td>0,808511</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31,4</td>
<td>0,923567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>19,8</td>
<td>20,3</td>
<td>0,975369</td>
<td>27,5</td>
<td>20,1</td>
<td>1,368159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>23,8</td>
<td>13,8</td>
<td>1,724638</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>14,8</td>
<td>2,364865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16,3</td>
<td>2,08589</td>
<td>37,1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>27,6</td>
<td>27,6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33,9</td>
<td>26,3</td>
<td>1,288973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>4,2</td>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>2,470588</td>
<td>5,9</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>1,685714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>7,5</td>
<td>7,1</td>
<td>1,056338</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6,4</td>
<td>1,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>13,2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,65</td>
<td>15,3</td>
<td>6,7</td>
<td>2,283582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average difference: -4.2%  +0.1%
RISCED 0-2: 0.97
RISCED 3-6: 0.99
Ratio: 0.84
Indeed, we find some evidence that in most countries the estimates of the unemployment of the lower educated based on the age group approach yields an underestimation of the ‘real’ unemployment rate of some 4%. For the higher educated group, the differences are negligible. Of course this also means that the ratio’s will be underestimated. However the differences between the countries are not very much affected by using the age group approach, given the rather high correlations between the estimates of the two methods.
APPENDIX E
COMPARISON OF TWO MEASURES OF GRADUATION RATES

Table e1 compares two measures for upper secondary education rates: one based on counts of first-time graduates in upper secondary education regardless of age per 100 people at the typical graduation age and the other on percentage of 20-24-year-olds not in education without an upper secondary education degree. In an ideal world these should more or less sum up to 100%.

**Table e1**
Apparent upper secondary education rates and % of 20-24-year-olds not in education without an upper secondary education degree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OECD countries</th>
<th>Apparent upper secondary education rates</th>
<th>% of 20-24-year-olds not in education without an upper secondary education degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>88,14</td>
<td>5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>85,85</td>
<td>9,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>84,31</td>
<td>9,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>80,90</td>
<td>14,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>96,87</td>
<td>13,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>95,94</td>
<td>17,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>87,44</td>
<td>12,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>78,66</td>
<td>29,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>90,74</td>
<td>13,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>80,80</td>
<td>24,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>70,59</td>
<td>9,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>36,00</td>
<td>67,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>91,68</td>
<td>4,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>85,57</td>
<td>6,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>56,46</td>
<td>4,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>66,86</td>
<td>32,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>75,88</td>
<td>9,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>90,09</td>
<td>10,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>40,81</td>
<td>52,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>73,26</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**correlation**  -0,75
**rank correlation**  -0,28

Source: EAG 2005
Although the two methods give estimates that correlate quite highly \((r=-0.75)\), they don’t overlap very well. The rank correlation is even very low due to the strange results for some countries. In the Slovak Republic, Sweden and the United States for instance we find apparent upper secondary graduation rates that are well below the level that would have been expected given the proportion of 20-24-year-olds not in education and without an upper secondary education degree. And conversely, Germany and Greece show upper secondary graduation rates that are well above the level that would have been expected given the proportion of 20-24-year-olds not in education and without an upper secondary education degree. It is not quite clear what causes these differences. To be on the safe side, it is probably best to treat both measures as not completely accurate, and therefore use both as complementary measures of the upper secondary graduation rates.

### Table e2

Apparent Tertiary-type A graduation rates and % of 25-34-year-olds with Tertiary-type A degree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OECD countries</th>
<th>Tertiary-type A graduation rates (2002)</th>
<th>25-34-year-olds with Tertiary-type degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Source: EAG 2004 |

A more or less similar story holds for the two indicators for Tertiary-type A graduation rates. Unfortunately we could not use the age group of 30-34-year-olds here as these data were not published in EAG, so we had to use the 25-34-year-olds instead. We can note a number of countries that have a more or less comparable proportion of 25-34-year-olds with a Tertiary-type A degree (around 23%) but quite different apparent graduation rates: around 43% for Australia, Finland and Iceland while only some 33% in Ireland, Japan, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom. Or contrast Germany and Switzerland against Hungary and Poland. All four countries have a low proportion of 25-34-year-olds with a Tertiary-type A
degree (around 15%) but quite different apparent graduation rates: below 20% in Germany and Switzerland and around 40% in Hungary and Poland.

Again it is not quite clear what causes these differences and to be on the safe side, it is probably best to treat both as complementary measures of the Tertiary-type A graduation rates.